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SUMMARY
We describe Slisp (pronounced ‘Ess-Lisp’), a hybrid Lisp–C programming toolkit for the development of
scriptable and distributed applications. Computationally expensive operations implemented as separate
C-coded modules are selectively compiled into a small Xlisp interpreter, then called as Lisp functions in a
Lisp-codedprogram.The resulting hybrid programmay run in severalmodes:asa stand-aloneexecutable,
embedded in a different C program, as a networked server accessed from another Slisp client, or as a
networked server accessed from a C-coded client. Five years of experience with Slisp, as well experience
with other scripting languages such as Tcl and Perl, are summarized. These experiencessuggestthat Slisp
will be most useful for mid-sized applications in which the kinds of scripting and embeddability features
providedby Tcl andPerl can be extendedin an efﬁcientmannerto largerapplications,while maintaining a
well-deﬁned standard(Common Lisp) for these extensions.In addition, the generalityof Lisp makesLisp a
good candidate for an application-level communication language in distributed environments.
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INTRODUCTION
A constant characteristic of software is change. Even in the earliest days of batch computing,
programs continually evolved and grew in response to new requirements. In the current
networked and interactive window-based computing environment, evolutionary change, both
innewsoftwaredevelopmentandinmodiﬁcationstoexistingprograms,occursevenfasterthan
before. Thus, there is a trend to replace, or at least to augment, the traditional edit–compile–
link cycle with rapid development environments and to provide hooks that let end-users or
end-programmers customizeand extend existingsoftware toolswithouthavingto waitfor the
next release.
For example, in artiﬁcial intelligence research most of the problems are ill-deﬁned1 and
solutions are found by a process of quickly trying out new ideas. Therefore, the language
of choice for AI is often Lisp,2 an extensible language offering sophisticated data structures,
automatic storage management, and support for both interpreted and compiled code.
However, the ﬂexibility of rapid prototyping environments usually comes at the price of
slowexecution and/orlargeprograms.Whensuccessful research developmentsare transferred
to a production environment this cost becomes prohibitive, requiring that the program be
completely re-written in a language such as C.3 Because of the high cost of re-coding, much
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application-orientedAI isdoneinC from theoutset,notonlytoavoidthehighcostofporting,
butalsotoallowintegrationwithexistingapplications.However, Clacksthequickturnaround
and automatic storage management of Lisp, while the long compile cycles for C defeat the
original advantage of a rapid prototyping programming environment.
In an effort to obtain the best of both worlds, there is a trend for lower-level languages
such as C to support more high-level facilities (for example, the C++ extensions to C), and
for high-level languages such as Lisp to provide more access to lower-level programming
facilities, such as the foreign function support offered by most contemporary Common Lisp
systems.2 However, both of these approaches have important drawbacks: C++ continues to
lackautomaticstoragemanagement,forexample,4 whileLispsystemsstillfailtodeliversmall
executables, and integration of new low-level functionalityinto a full-scale Lisp environment
remains a tricky task, exacerbated by frequent inaccessibilityof the source code.
As a result, an increasing number of systems rely on a hybrid programming approach, in
which production and efﬁciency-critical code is written in C, while rapid prototypingis done
in a small, interpreted scripting language. This approach originated at the opposite end of the
programming spectrum from the large development environments of AI research labs, where
the need arose to write small quick-and-dirty programs for simple tasks that would either be
too much effort to code in C, or wouldbe too complex to code in existing systemssuch as the
Unix shell.
One of the most popular examples of the hybrid programming genre is Perl,5 which started
out as a simple report generation language. In addition to providing common programming
constructs, Perl supports extension of the interpreter through both statically linked and dy-
namically loaded libraries, allowing Perl to be interfaced to a variety of systems, ranging
from database engines to graphical user interface toolkits,and extended to handle tasks as far
removed from simple textual report generation as immersive 3D graphics. The latest version
of Perl can also be embedded in existing C programs.
A similar example is Tcl/Tk.6 Tcl is an interpreted, string-based scripting language that
can be extended with new C functions, and embedded in other C programs. This latter
capability was used in the development of Tk,7 a set of Tcl commands that provide access to
the X-windows toolkit, thereby allowing both rapid prototyping of graphical user interfaces,
and dynamic customization of existing interface widgets by rebinding them to modiﬁed Tcl
functions.
BothPerlandTcl/Tk,plustoalesserextent,asimilarscriptingpackagecalledPython,8 have
become very popular for rapid prototyping of small interactive applications. Perl especially
hasbeen widelyusedfor manyof thesmallcgi-binscriptsthathave proliferated ontheWorld
Wide Web.9 These languages have become so popular, in fact, that they have been extended
and used to build much larger applications than they were originally designed for.
However, when these languages begin to be used for purposes other than they were origi-
nally intended, their weaknesses as general programming languages become apparent.10 For
example, both Tcl and Perl lack all simple types other than strings, and all compound types
otherthanhashtables,plusmodernamenitiessuchasgarbagecollection.Becauseofthelackof
generality in the original language design, there is no well-deﬁned standard for the inevitable
extensionsthatmakethelanguagesmore widelyuseable, withtheresultthatbothTcl andPerl
have the potential to fragment into incompatible development threads.
An alternative to this potential fragmentation is the use of a well-deﬁned general purpose
language in the ﬁrst place, initially implementing only a small subset of the language for the
requiredscriptingandcommunicationtasks.Then,whentheinevitableextensionsare needed,
they can be implemented according to the general language standard. In this manner it maySLISP 35
be possible to more closely approximate the goal of developing a broad spectrum language
that can be used for both small and large programs.
This goal suggeststhat it may be worth re-evaluating Lisp, and in particular ANSI standard
Common Lisp, as a scripting language that has the potential to function across the spectrum
of application sizes. Even though full Common Lisp systems are large, subsets of Common
Lisp can be small enough to perform many of the functions that Tcl and Perl were designed
to do.
One of the main drawbacks of Lisp, and probably the largest reason for its declining
popularity,isthatitis initiallydifﬁcultfor C or Fortran programmers tounderstand.However,
once this hurdle is surmounted the many advantages of Lisp become apparent, and in fact,
dialects of Lisp have been used as scripting languages, including Elisp with Emacs for text-
editing,11,12 Autolispwith Autocad for CAD/CAM,13 and GCL with GeomView for scientiﬁc
visualization.14
A Lisp interpreter often used for this purpose is Xlisp, a small, portable, Common Lisp
subset that is coded in C and runs on many different platforms ranging from PCs to Unix
workstations.15 Because of its relatively small size and easy accessibility, Xlisp has been ex-
tended toform thebasis for several systems,includingXlisp-Statfor statisticalcalculations,16
WinterpforinterfacingwithMotifWidgetsintheXWindowssystem17(withapurposesimilar
to Tcl/Tk but not currently receiving as much attentionas Tcl), and Xlisp-Plus with additional
Common Lisp functionality.18 In most of these systems, additional C-coded Lisp functions
are added to the basic Lisp functionality of Xlisp, thereby allowing C-coded primitives to be
mixed with Lisp-coded interpreted functions in a hybrid system.
In this paper we describe our experience with Slisp (Skandha Lisp, after our graphics
visualizationprogram Skandha),19 an Xlisp-basedprogrammingtoolkitthat we developed for
use in our research. Slisp attempts to generalize the hybrid approach taken by the other Xlisp
applications, thereby making it relatively easy for application programmers to extend Xlisp
with C-coded functionality according to the Common Lisp standard. The Slisp toolkit allows
for the creation of independent C-coded modules implementing primitive Lisp functions.
TheseC-codedmodulescanbemixedandmatchedwithinterpretedLisptocreate applications
ranging from smallscripts to large, computationally-intensiveapplicationsin which Lispacts
as a glue to tie together large C modules. As with Tcl or Perl, the resulting programs may
be run in several different modes: (1) from the standard Xlisp command-line prompt; (2) as
embedded Lisp within a different C program; (3) as a network server; and (4) as a network
client to another Slisp server.
In the remainder of this paper, we describe the architecture of Slisp as well as example
applications that we have developed in our lab. We then discuss our experiences using Slisp
in comparison with other languages, and in the ﬁnal section, we present our conclusionsas to
when Slisp is an appropriate language to use.
SLISP ARCHITECTURE AND MODES OF OPERATION
Figure 1 shows the basic architecture of Slisp. An Slisp compiled C program (P1 ...P 3
in Figure 1) includes routines from xcore, the Lisp interpreter plus basic Lisp functionality
developed by David Betz, plus some number of modules (x1... x 4) containing the C-coded
functionsspecializingittothe taskathand. AnSlisphybridprogram(H1i nFigure1) consists
of an Slisp compiled program P3, augmented by Lisp code deﬁned by the defun special
form, and loaded at runtime.
Figure 2showsmoredetailsofthehybridprogramH1inFigure 1.ThecompiledC program36 J. F. BRINKLEY AND J. S. PROTHERO
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Figure 1. Slisp architecture.Shadedboxes areC code,non-shadedare Lisp code
P3 includes the standard Xlisp main program, which implements the Lisp read-eval-
print loop.Theeval functioncallsroutinesinxcoretoexecutethestandardLispprimitives
such as cons, list, etc. It also calls user-deﬁned routines in modules x3a n dx 4 to execute
additional Lisp primitives deﬁned in these modules.
As in any Lisp system, the Lisp code itself may be divided into Lisp modules such as L1
and L2, whichmayormaynotcorrespondtotheC modulesx3a ndx 4. Thus,anSlispprogram
is usually a hybridof C-coded Lisp routines designed for fast execution, and Lisp-coded Lisp
routines that glue together the C routines for added functionality.
Any Slisp program may be run in any of four basic modes, shown in Figure 3, which
may in turn be combined to create more complex modes: from the standard Lisp command
line (Figure 3a), embedded within an arbitrary C program (Figure 3b), from a remote Lisp
command line (Figure 3c), or from a different C-based remote client (Figure 3d).
Figure 3(a) shows the basic command-line mode, in which Lisp expressions typed by
the user are processed by the standard Lisp read-eval-print loop. The program P3i s
invoked by the name P3 rather than Xlisp to reﬂect the fact that it includes the additional
compiled modules x3a n dx 4.
Figure 3(b) shows that the same Slisp modules may be embedded within an arbitrary C
program P4, anything from a tiny stub to a huge application like AVS,20 by linking it with
the Slisp library function sl Eval Str. This function accepts a string containing a valid
Lisp expression, reads the string to create an internal Lisp structure, then evaluates it in
the same way as the command line version. The resulting internal list structure is converted
to a string and returned to the calling program. It is also possible to pass more complex data
structuresbetween C and Lispby directlycallingthe Xlispdata manipulationfunctions.As in
the Tk extensions to Tcl, we ﬁnd the embeddability feature particularly useful when adding
Lisp functionality to a C-based graphical user interface development environment.
As shown in Figures 3(c) and 3(d) any Slisp program P3m a yb er u na sas i m p l es e r v e r
by executing it from the command line with a -s switch. This switch suppresses prompting
and delimits error messages and return values by conﬁgurable control-characters, thereby
simplifying client processing of server output. Since the server uses the standard Lisp read
function, it processes textual input in the same way as the command line version, ignoring
newlines and comments, and waiting until a complete s-expression is read before evaluating
it. Thus, if the client sends an incomplete s-expression, the server will wait until the client
sends the rest of the expression.SLISP 37
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Figure 2. Structureof an slisp program.Shadedboxesare C code,non-shadedare Lisp code
A server set up in this way may then be invoked by a process on the same or another host,
for example, via the Internet meta-daemon inetd upon connection to a speciﬁed port.
If an Slisp program, P5i nFigure 3(c), includes module xnet, which implements the out-
going telnet-protocol connections, it may act as a client to another Slisp program running in
server mode.xnet implementsa Lispfunctionnet-eval which simpliﬁesLisp-level remote
procedure calls by transparently converting the given Lisp expression to text form (taking
advantage of the standard Lisp internal/external representation isomorphism), sending it to
the (possibly remote) server, and converting the text result back to internal form using the
standard Lisp reader. Since any Slisp process that includes xnet may play both client and
server roles, considerable ﬂexibility is afforded in the construction of distributed programs.
The xnet moduleaccesses a library of C functions that establishtelnet-protocolconnections
using Berkeley sockets. The primary function in this library is sn Eval Str, which has the
same syntax as sl Eval Str in the embedded function library (Figure 3b). An arbitrary
remoteC client,P6i nFigure3(d), can call sn Eval Str directlyto passastringtoa remote
Slispserver forevaluation.Because theembeddedand remoteclientevaluationfunctionshave
thesamesyntaxbut slightlydifferent names,asimpleglobal replace, followed by linkingwith
a different library, sufﬁces to convert from an embedded program (Figure 3b) to a distributed
program (Figure 3d). The different names also allow both functions to be used in the same
program.
EXAMPLE SLISP MODULES AND APPLICATIONS
Slisp has been evolving over the past ﬁve years within our Digital Anatomist Program,21,22
the long term goal of which is to develop methods for representing and managing structural
biology information within a distributedclient-server framework.
Table I shows the Slisp modules that we have implemented to-date. Most modules consist
of both C- and Lisp-coded functions. The C-coded functions are included in one of three
basic Slisp compiled applications, Sl, Siserver and Skandha4, which are then augmented by
interpreted Lisp to produce complete task-speciﬁc applications.38 J. F. BRINKLEY AND J. S. PROTHERO
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Figure 3. Slisp modes.Shadedboxesare C code,non-shadedare Lisp code. (a) Command-line,in which the user
types Lisp expressionsthat areevaluated by the Lisp interpreter,(b) embeddedwithin an arbitrary C programP4,
(c) as a networkserverP3 for an Slisp client P5, and (d) as a network serverP3 for an arbitrary C client P6
The bottom rows of Table I show the total number of lines of C and Lisp code for each
application as the sum of the lines for each included module (as measured by wc -l). The
number of lines of C is broken into the total lines of C, and the lines of C exclusive of xcore,
since xcore contains the original Xlisp functionality written by David Betz.
Table II shows the size of the executables in kilobytes (by running the ls -l command)
for the three compiled Slisp applications, compared with executables for three other rapid
prototypinglanguages that we have installed in our lab.SLISP 39
Table I. Slisp modules
Modules
a Lines of Code Compiled Apps
C Lisp Sl SiS
b Sk4
b
xcore Core Xlisp functions 14,047 x x x
xetc Miscellaneous 450 x x x
xnet Network access 267 x
xsybase Sybase access 544 758 x
xhsy Hershey fonts 722 x
xg C-based Xlisp objects 1608 x
xg.3d Basic 3-D graphical objects 37,327 80 x
xg.3d.ﬁleio File input/output 6370 x
xg.3d.gui 3-D graphicaluser interface 8976 1173 x
xg.3d.image 2-D image processing 5158 167 x
xg.3d.model 3-D models 562 x
xpvd Video disk driver 355 x
xbtp Bitpad driver 3915 x
xavs Communication with AVS 637 x
xgplotlib Machine speciﬁc graphics 18,817 x
xsk3 3-D surface display 17,780 7884 x
xmorpho Image segmentation
c 2853 x
xscanner Image segmentation
d 6606 11,668 x
xmri MR volume visualization 6286 5690 x
xbib Biliographic retrieval 2274 x
xkb Semantic network access 379 x
xeps Music sampler database 602 x
Total lines of Lisp 0 4013 29,515
C excluding xcore 717 994 115,836
C including xcore 14,764 15,041 129,883
aTop groupare common modules,second is xsybasemodule for Siserver, third are modules for Skandha4,last
group are task-speciﬁc modules.
bSiS = Siserver, Sk4 = Skandha4.
cManual.
dSemi-automatic, model-based.
Sl
Sl is a minimal Slisp that includes the core Xlisp functionality in the xcore module, a few
miscellaneousXlispprimitivesinxetc andthe clientcapabilitiesinxnet. Slhas been compiled
and tested under NeXTStep, Silicon Graphics Irix, and HP U/X. It should run on most Unix
platforms because Xlisp has been widely used for years, and in fact is included as part of the
standard X-Window distribution.
Sl by itself contains no Lisp code, and almost all of the C code is that contained in the
original Xlisp distribution. The executable size of 456K is not much larger than the minimal
Tcl distribution, smaller than Perl version 5, and much smaller than Common Lisp.40 J. F. BRINKLEY AND J. S. PROTHERO
Table II. Executable ﬁle sizes
Program Executable (K)
Sl 456
Siserver 664
Skandha4 3603
Tcl 7.5 (tclsh) 328
Perl 5 923
Allegro Commonlisp 4606
Siserver
Siserverincludesthexsybasemoduleinadditiontoxcoreand xetc,thereby providingaccess
to the commercially-available Sybase relational database. Since xsybase requires the Sybase
clientlibrary,whichiscurrentlyonlyavailabletousonNeXT,siserveronlyrunsonNeXT.The
xsybase module includes 544 lines of C to implement the primitive Sybase access functions,
and 758 lines of Lisp to implement a Lisp-level object-oriented layer over the database.
The following modules, shown in the lower rows of Table I, are dynamically loaded into
the compiled Siserver executable in order to customize Siserver for speciﬁc tasks:
(a) The xbib module provides additional Lisp code to implement a personal bibliographic
management system that is stored in Sybase. The database may be accessed via Lisp-level
command line functions,by a NeXTStep graphical interface, or by a Web-based interface.
(b) The xkb Lisp module calls xsybase C-coded functions to access a semantic network of
anatomic terminologyand symbolicrelationships(part-of, is-a, etc). Lisp functions,
such as (kb-get-children)a n d( kb-get-ancestors), traverse the semantic net-
work and perform simple inferences. Siserver, augmented by the xkb lisp functions, is
provided as a server process under inetd, and is accessed by a Macintosh program called
the Digital Anatomist Interactive Atlas, an on-line atlas of anatomy.22 More recently, we
have begun accessing the xkb functions via a Web-based version of the interactive atlas.23
(c) The xeps Lisp module, as an example of an application done just for fun, provides a
different set of Lisp functions that call xsybase to access a sound sample database for
a music synthesizer called the Ensoniq EPS. As in xbib, this module is embedded in a
NeXTStep front end via the sl Eval Str library function. At some point, a separate
module xmidi could be included to control the synthesizer from the Lisp level, and to link
that in turn to interfaces such as NeXTStep, X-Windows or Windows, or to substitute a
different database by re-writing the functions in the xsybase module.
ThebottomofTableIshowsthatthetotalnumberoflinesofCaddedbythecustommodules
in Siserver is 994, whereas the number of lines of dynamically-loadable Lisp is 4013. Thus,
for Siserver mostof the additionalcode is written in Lisp, with only the minimalC needed to
access the database. The expressive power of Lisp permits complex object-oriented programs
to be developed without the need for ad hoc extensions to the language, yet, like Tcl or Perl,
the small size and accessibilityof the Xlisp functionspermits the application to be embedded
in a graphical user interface.SLISP 41
Skandha4
The third compiled application, Skandha4, is an example of large system development that
wouldbe difﬁcult if not impossibleto do in a small scriptinglanguage such as Tcl or Perl. As
s h o w ni nT ables I and II, the Skandha4 executable size of 3.6 M approaches the executable
size of Allegro Commonlisp (4.6 M), and the number of added lines of C (115,836) is much
greater than the number of added lines of Lisp (29,515). Thus, for Skandha4,L i s pi su s e d
more as a scripting language than as the major development language.
ThepurposeofSkandha4istoprovidea customizabletoolkitofefﬁcient functionsformod-
elling, display and animation of biological structures. The structures are often represented by
several hundred thousand polygons,which mustbe rendered efﬁciently to achieve reasonable
display rates. Skandha4 meets this efﬁciency requirement with a set of fundamental C-based
objectsand renderingmethods,deﬁned in thexg and xg.3d modulesshowninTable I, that can
store and process large amountsof ﬂoating pointand integer data. These objects and methods
are integrated into standard Xlisp data structures, and are thereby treated as ﬁrst class Lisp
objects that are automatically managed by the Xlisp garbage collector.
The C-based objectsare dynamicallycombinedat the Lisplevel to create structural models
thatcanbemanipulatedtogenerate3Danimateddisplays.Thefundamentalobjectscanalsobe
used as thebasisforothergraphics orimageprocessingtasks.Given theseC-based primitives,
a relatively small amount of dynamically-loaded Lisp code can customize Skandha4 to meet
a variety of application-speciﬁc needs.
The lower rows of Table I show, in addition to the Siserver modules previously described,
the Slisp modules that were designed to customize Skandha4 in various ways:
(a) Xsk3 implements Lisp-based hierarchical surface modelling and display functions on top
of the basic Skandha4 datatypes, and is the basis for the graphics production environment
used by the anatomists in our group. The module is called xsk3 because it emulates the
look and feel of our earlier program Skandha3, which was written entirely in C.19
(b) Xmorphoretrievesanddisplays2Dimagesofbiologicalsections,andsupportshand-tracing
of anatomical structures from on-screen images in order to produce 3D reconstructions.
(c) Xscanner24 is a re-implementation of an earlier program called Scanner, developed in
Objective C on the NeXT computer,25 that uses anatomic shape knowledge to semi-
automatically segment (ﬁnd) structures in medical images.
(d) Xmri adds 3D voxel manipulation and visualization to Skandha4. In this case foundation
objects deﬁned in xg and xg.3d are augmented to process and render 3D volume data
as obtained from magnetic resonance or other medical imaging modalities. Xmri is one
component of a larger project for human brain mapping,26 and as such it employs the xavs
module to communicate with the commercial visualization package AVS for pixel and
voxel processing operations that we did not want to re-invent. Skandha4 has also been
embedded into a C-based AVS module by means of the sl Eval Str function.
Skandha4 has been compiledfor SiliconGraphics machines and for the IBM RS6000. Low
level graphics primitives are implemented in the SGI GL language, and are conﬁned to the
xgplotlib module. Therefore, porting to machines based on other graphics standards should
be straightforward.42 J. F. BRINKLEY AND J. S. PROTHERO
SLISP EXPERIENCE
Slisp has been in development in our lab since 1990, before Tcl and Perl attained their
current popularity. Given the widespread use of these languages, the availability of large
Common Lisp systems and the C++ language, and the impending stabilization of Java27 for
client-side computing on the World Wide Web, it is important to re-assess whether we or
anyone else shouldcontinuedevelopmentinSlisp, or whetherwe shouldmove toone of these
other languages. Our current conclusion is that we will continue to develop in Slisp where
appropriate, but will also continue to develop in other languages. This conclusion is based
on our experience with Slisp over the past ﬁve years, as well as our experience with other
languages such as C, Perl and Tcl.
Historical rationale for Slisp
Slisp evolved from our collective experience with the slow development cycles of C, par-
ticularly with previous versions of the Skandha program for 3D reconstruction and displayof
anatomic objects.19 Experience with the earlier programs convinced us that requests for new
functionalitywere thenormrather thantheexception,atleastinaresearch environment.Since
thecompiledprogramswere fairlylarge, additionof the new functionalityoftenrequired long
compile cycles to develop and debug, and as a result, many requested features were never
implemented.
We therefore decided to incorporate a scripting language in the next version of Skandha.
However, becauseoftheexcessivestorageand processingrequirementsofimageand graphics
data, we decided that much of the code would remain in C, and that the scripting language
would serve primarily as a glue to tie together the C-based functions. We decided not to use
CommonLispbecause previousexperience withLispsuggested thatit is very difﬁcult to exert
precise low-level control over code and data structures, and to efﬁciently interface them to
C-coded graphics libraries.28
The choice of a rapid prototyping language was dictated by the desire to use a complete
language that could be extended in a well-deﬁned manner. Although Perl and Tcl were
available, they were not as popular as they are now, so the choice was not inﬂuenced by the
large number of user-contributed programs that are currently available for these languages.
Xlispwaschosen as thebasiclanguagebecause ofitssmallsize,completeness,extensibility
in a standard manner, garbage collector, and the availability of the source code. Garbage
collection by itself was and is one of the main reasons for choosing Lisp over languages like
Perl or Tcl. Xlispitself, however, wasnot easilymodiﬁabletoincludenew C functions,which
is why we developed the Slisp toolkit.
Development environment
Our software developmentgroup currently includesninepeople who program at least some
of the time, ﬁve of whom have programmed at least some in Slisp, and three of whom
(including the authors of this paper) have programmed extensively in Slisp. Other languages
in use in our group include C, C++, Perl, Allegro Common Lisp, and the visual programming
language of AVS. A few of the programmers in the group have extensive experience with
Lisp, but most have a C background.
The diverse backgrounds and opinions of our developers have led to discussions about the
relativemeritsofvariouslanguages,includingSlisp.RatherthanimposeasingledevelopmentSLISP 43
language,wealloweachpersontochoosethelanguagetheythinkismostsuitedtothetask,but
werequiretheindividualapplicationstocommunicateviaastandardapplicationprogrammer’s
interface (API), which we have chosen to be Lisp because of the desire to use a complete
language for communicationas well as scripting.
This diverse development environment has allowed us to compare different approaches
along several dimensions that are presented in the next sections.
Software development times
MostoftheearlierdevelopmentinourgroupwasdoneinC.Forexample,aNeXTStepimage
database system accessed Sybase directly through the Sybase client library,29 and required
over six man-months to build, as compared to about two man-months for the Slisp-based
bibliographic retrieval system, even though the functionality is similar. Similarly, once the
basicSkandha4 C functionswere available, theSkandha3 emulatorwas programmedinmuch
less time than it took to program the C version, as was the xscanner image segmentation
module.
In general we have found that, after an initiallearning curve, Slisp Lisp-level programming
is several times faster than C programming for mid-size programs, where a relatively small
number of C primitives can be combined in many ways at the Lisp level. If a large amount of
C must be written, then it is faster to program in straight C, since there is overhead involved
in integrating C with the Xlisp data structures.
For graphics and imaging in particular we have found that relatively few fundamental
C-based data structures and methods are enough to provide a powerful set of tools for rapid
prototypingofefﬁcientgraphicsapplications.AlthoughbothPerlandTclcanalsobeextended,
the use of strings as the fundamental data types makes it very difﬁcult to generate these kinds
of efﬁcient graphics primitives.
Small versus large systems
We use C, Perl and Slisp for the rapid developmentof smallprograms. We increasingly use
Perl for Web-accessible executable scripts, and for system administration tasks. We also use
Slisp for many small programs, particularly hybrid programs which call Siserver functions to
access Sybase. We are just beginning to look at Tcl/Tk and WAFE30 for rapid prototyping of
X interfaces.
WeuseC,CommonLispandSlispforthedevelopmentoflargeprograms.AllegroCommon
Lisp and C are used to modify programs that are already written in those languages, whereas
Slisp is used to modify and extend the Skandha4 program for graphics and imaging. We
generally no longer use straight C for large systems because of the long compile cycles, and
because we can achieve comparable results in Slisp.
The Siserver program is near the small end of the size spectrum, and Skandha4 is nearer
the large end. Thus, we have found that Slisp can be used at both ends of the spectrum, even
though there are alternative but different languages available at each end.
Efﬁciency
An important advantage of a hybrid language like Slisp is that new ideas may be rapidly
prototypedin the interpreted language, then speed-critical functions may be re-coded in C for
efﬁciency. In our experience with this kind of environment, we have generally been able to44 J. F. BRINKLEY AND J. S. PROTHERO
determine ahead of time what will work in Lisp and what needs to be coded in C. Thus, we
generally have not recoded much in C, even though we could expect some speedup if we did
so.
One example where re-coding made a dramatic difference in efﬁciency is the xscanner
module.Testrunsidentiﬁedtwohotspotsinthismodule:one,a functionsamplinga 2Dimage
alongan arbitrarylinesegment;andtheother,evaluatingthegradientontheresulting1Ddata.
Recoding these two Lisp functions in C dropped evaluation times on an 80 contour dataset
from 116 minutes to 25 minutes, a 4.6-fold speedup.
Client-server operations
We currently use Slisp in several client-server conﬁgurations. Siserver is run on one Tcp
port with the xbib Lisp code, and on another port with the xkb Lisp code. In both cases the
program is started anew by inetd each time a new connection is made on the speciﬁed port,
which means that all the Lisp functions must be loaded. For xbib this load time is signiﬁcant
enough that the response timeis too slow for use as a back end for a Web-based bibliographic
management system, since a new connection is made for each request. For xkb, which loads
onlyafewLispfunctions,theresponsetimeisfastenoughthatwecurrentlyuseitforbrowsing
anatomic terminologyand deﬁnitions in our Web-based anatomy atlas.23
The speed limitationscould be greatly reduced by modifyingthe main Xlisproutine so that
anSlispprogram couldrunasaserver independentlyofinetd.InthiscasetheLispcode would
be loaded by the parent process, after which child processes would be forked in response to
client connections. Another approach we have tried is to run Skandha4 in server mode via a
persistent named pipe on the same machine as a Web browser, and to control Skandha4 from
a Web interface. However, this approach requires that the server be on the same machine as
the client.
The server mechanism currently does not include more advanced features such as multi-
threading for efﬁciency, and distinctionsbetween actual communication(i.e., data) and meta-
data (e.g. authentication). These limitations mean that the servers are primarily useful for
communication among a small number of secure applications, or for access from a Web
server, which is the envisioned mode of operation in our group. However, more advanced
network features could be added if further experience suggests the need.
Re-usability
Oneoftheadvantagesofamachine-independentscriptinglanguagesuchasLisp,TclorPerl
isthat itpromotesre-usabilityby providingan intermediatelayer between low level machine-
speciﬁc code, and higher-level user interface code. In the case of Slisp, if a signiﬁcantamount
of code is written at the intermediate Lisp level and a smaller amount is written at both the
higher and lower levels, then previously-written code can be re-used. This re-usability is one
of the main attractions of Tcl and Perl, since user-contributed extensions can be incorporated
into new programs.
Slisp also promotes the development of re-usable code, as illustrated by the bibliographic
management program embodied in the xbib module. At the low level, the foundation of xbib
is a small set of C-coded Lisp functions that access a relational database. These functions
are built upon by Lisp-level code that represents the relational database as a set of objects.
Because of this layered approach it would not be difﬁcult to replace the low-level C-functions
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database, while preserving the same higher-level methods.
At the high level the xbib objects and methods present an interface to the programmer or
user that is more application-speciﬁc than low level SQL statements, and is therefore more
stable as the database is changed. At the same time, the embedding and remote execution
facilities of Slisp allow this API to be accessed from multiple types of user interface: the
standard Lisp command line (Figure 3a), embedded within a C program (Figure 3b), from a
remote Lisp commandline (Figure 3c), or from a different C-based remote client(Figure 3d).
Thus, one way to use the Slisptoolkitis to develop an intermediate Lisplayer that provides
at the high end a relatively domain-speciﬁc API, deﬁned in a complete language (Lisp), and
which accesses a set of interchangeable C-coded modules at the low end. If the application is
designed correctly, both the low-level modules and the interfaces which call the API can be
interchanged without requiring major re-writes of the Lisp level code.
Ease of learning
The biggestbarrier tousingSlisp in our groupis the intimidationthatC programmers seem
to experience when encountering Lisp code for the ﬁrst time. Once this barrier is overcome,
Slisp Lisp-level programming is much like Common Lisp programming, except there are
fewer functions to learn.
Slisp programming at the C level is more difﬁcult than straight C programming for several
reasons: (1) it is necessary to understand a fair number of the Xlisp C routines in order to
effectively integrate new functions into Xlisp; (2) it is necessary to protect pointers so they
are not unexpectedly destroyed by the Xlisp garbage collector; and (3) the Xlisp C functions
are only documented in the source code. However, simple functions can be written without
too much difﬁculty once a few examples are available.
In practice, we have foundthata usefuldivisionof laborisfor oneknowledgeableprogram-
mertodevelop C-level Lispcode, whiletheother programmersprogram inLisptoquicklytry
out new ideas. When C functions are needed they are often coded by the single programmer
in response to requests from the Lisplevel programmers. Thisdivisionof labor seems to have
occurred in the Tcl and Perl communitiesas well, since only a few people are developing the
language and addingC-based extensions, whereas many more people are using the languages
at the interpreted level.
Integration with other languages
Slisp is currently only used within our own group. Therefore, one of the main reasons we
are using Perl and possibly Tcl is the availability of a large amount of user-contributed code.
There isalsoa large amountofcode availableinC andCommonLisp.Thus,even thoughLisp
mightbe a better language for many tasks, it is usually not worthre-implementingextensions
that have already been developed elsewhere, especially when modern hardware and networks
permit heterogeneous applications to communicate.
For programs written in C, or a language such as Perl or Tcl that can be embedded in
C, Slisp provides a convenient wrapper, since these languages can be embedded in Slisp. In
cases where another language must be at the top level (e.g. Common Lisp or Tk), Slisp can
be embedded in these languages via the C library functions. Slisp can also be run as a client
or server, communicating via Lisp with applications that only need to parse Lisp commands.
Thus, Slisp should work well in heterogeneous environments, and could provide a common
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Slisp Limitations
As with any other environment Slisp has limitations. Slisp Lisp-level code cannot be com-
piled, so speedups can only be achieved by re-coding in C or by porting to Common Lisp.
However, the ability to port to Common Lisp compiled code is an importantadvantage that is
not available with ad hoc scripting languages.
C-level code also cannot yet be dynamicallyloaded in Slisp. The version of Xlispon which
Slispisbased(version2.1)isonlyasubsetofCommonLisp,somanyofthestandardCommon
Lisp functions are not available, although they may be coded in C or DEFUN’d in Lisp when
necessary.ThecurrentversionofSlispisnotcompatiblewithlaterversionsofXlispdeveloped
by Tom Almy,18 Luke Tierney16 and Neils Mayer,17 although these versions could be made
compatible since they all stem from the same root, Xlisp. A more serious limitation is that
the Xlisp object system is not compatible with the Common Lisp Object System (CLOS), so
CLOS code cannot be ported directly to Slisp. On the other hand the Xlisp object system is
very straightforward to use, and appears to be semantically equivalent to Objective C.
All these limitations could be overcome if it seemed worthwhile. Since we are currently
using Slisp only within our own research group, and since Slisp is adequate for our purposes,
we have not needed toexpend the additionaleffort towardsimprovingthe program. However,
ifa sufﬁcientlylargeuser communitywere todevelopthenitwouldbe worthaddressingsome
of these issues. A major advantage of Lisp as a language is that there are well-deﬁned paths
for these extensions and optimizations,paths that are not deﬁned at all for ad hoc languages.
CONCLUSIONS
Our experience with Slisp as well as other languages has shown that, if only because of
personal preference, no one software or hardware architecture is adequate for all tasks. In the
light of this fact, and assumingthat the learning barrier has been overcome, the following are
someconclusionswe have made aboutthe utilityof different languages for varioustask sizes:
(a) Small tasks can be done in whatever language is most convenient, whether that be C,
Perl, Tcl, Lisp or Java. Perl is particularly convenient for Unix system administration,
Tcl/Tkshouldbe useful for quickX-based programs, andJava willmostlikelybecome the
language of choice for Web client-sidecomputing.27
(b) Largeexperimental AI-likeprogramsare bestdoneinoneoftheCommonLispsbecauseof
the generality of the language and because of the large amount of source code contributed
by the Lisp community.
(c) Existing code should be used as is whenever possible, as long as it can be made to
communicate with other programs. Slisp can be useful as a wrapper in these cases.
(d) For new applications, Slisp seems to ﬁll a niche somewhere between very small tasks and
very large tasks, that is for medium size programs in which the same customizability and
embeddability that is available for small scripting languages can be extended to larger
programs.
Ourevolvinglabpolicytakestheseconsiderationsintoaccount,respectingstrong‘religious’
attachments of individuals to particular languages when present, and otherwise encouraging
useofeach languageinitsarea ofstrength,with(whenever practical)Lispas thelinguafranca
connecting the components.
We believethatthispolicyisa practicalonegiventhatcontemporarysoftwaredevelopment,
both at our lab and in the world at large, is becoming steadily less a matter of stand-aloneSLISP 47
monolithic application solutions than of heterogeneous software resources, developed on a
variety of platforms,in a varietyof languages, interactingvia the network toprovide end-user
solutions.Inthiscontext, astandardAPI isessentialifwe are tohave smoothlymeshingtools.
We believe Lisp, based on its unexcelled history of stability, extensibility, generality and
smoothevolutionover time,isuniquelysuitedtothiscritical role,and thatSlispisan effective
and efﬁcient framework for the construction of such cooperative software components.
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APPENDIX: AVAILABILITY
The basic Slisp framework is freely available for both commercial and non-commercial use,
with no restrictions other than those described in the general copyright notice associated
with the Slisp distribution. However, this general copyright speciﬁcally does not apply to
individual modules developed within the Slisp framework, which may be copyrighted in a
manner determined by the authors. We hope that this approach will result in many freely
available modules (perhaps protected by the GNU Public Library license), but other modules
may be protected for commercial use, and distributed only as executable libraries. How well
this willwork is not yet clear, and we have not yet implementeda mechanism for distributing
some modules only as libraries, though it should be relatively straightforward to do so.
The current version of the Slispframework isavailable from ftp://ftp.biostr.washington.edu
in the directory pub/slisp/slX.tar.Z, where X is the current version number. This ﬁle contains
the Slisp framework, the basic Slisp program Sl, and documentation that should make it
possible to build additional Slisp programs.
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